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Tafeln V–VIII

Peter Beer in Prague1
Probing the Boundaries of Modern Jewish Historiography
David N. Myers

The idea of history as an expression of human diversity and difference belongs to the modern
age (Collingwood 1946: 10). In making this assertion, R.G. Collingwood and numerous
other historians and philosophers have seen fit to contrast a pre-modern view of the cosmos
as static and unchanging to a view of the world as dynamic and ever-changing, as comprised of so many discrete microcosms. It is the latter perspective, scholars argue, that defines
“historical-mindedness,” (Butterfield 1960: vii) the paradigmatically modern faith in but one
absolute: namely, the temporal and spatial contingency of all historical actors and events.
Just as this somewhat ironic faith in contingency is a modern phenomenon, so too have
modern historians become, as Amos Funkenstein observed, priests of this new faith.2 There
is less agreement, however, on the critical issue of derivation: when did a modern historical
sensibility take hold? What is the provenance of modern historical study?3 The boundaries
are fuzzy. I must add here that the theme of fuzzy boundaries seems especially appropriate
for a volume in honor of the great Antonio Loprieno. In moving from language to language,
from L.A. to Basel, from scholarship to administrative work back to scholarship, Antonio has
always traversed boundaries with the greatest of ease and grace. Indeed, he renders boundaries
– though not fond memories – evanescent in ways that very few can.
Meanwhile, in thinking of the temporal boundaries of modern historical thought, some
scholars hark back to Renaissance Italy when a strong neo-classicist impetus brought forth a
new acumen in scrutinizing documentary evidence. Others suggest that French legal scholarship of the 16th and 17th centuries evinced a new appreciation for the single and singular
1
2

3

This essay had its origins as a paper at the conference “The Jewish Presence in Europe: The Prague
Experience” at the Charles University in Prague on 14 July 1993.
Funkenstein referred to historians as “priests of culture” as a response to Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi’s
Zakhor, in which the author referred to history, in its modern guise, as “the faith of fallen Jews.”
(Funkenstein 1989: 8; Yerushalmi 1982: 101).
It must be noted that some scholars, such as the German émigré philosopher Karl Löwith emphasize the continuities between pre-modern and modern historical world-views, for instance, between
Christian and Marxian teleologies (see Löwith 1949). However, for those interested in the genesis of
critical historical methodology, the differences between medieval hagiography and modern historiography seem patently obvious.
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historical datum. Still others point to the first echoes of Romanticism and the incipient steps
to institutionalize historical study in late 18th-century Germany. More frequently, it is the
19th century, the century of Michelet, Ranke, and later Burckhardt that earns recognition as
the age of historicism.4 This was the age in which nationalist ambitions inspired historians to
tell the story not of the universe, but of their own particular Volk; moreover, it was an era in
which new professional norms and methods were introduced which obtain in the historical
discipline to this day.
The various opinions regarding the origins of modern historical thinking and writing that
I have just mentioned are curiously mirrored in considerations of modern Jewish historical
thinking and writing. Scholars of Jewish history have long assumed a sharp divide between
premodern and modern historical sensibilities, but they have not agreed on its precise location. For some, the point of demarcation was the sixteenth century in which writers such as
Solomon ibn Verga, Yosef Ha-Kohen, and David Gans demonstrated a nascent interest in
profane, as opposed to sacred, history. Salo Baron concurred with this dating, though suggested that it was Azariah de’ Rossi, the Renaissance Italian rabbi, who deserved recognition
as the first modern Jewish historian (Baron 1964: 205–239).5 Meanwhile, it has been argued
that late 18th-century Maskilim wrote with new vigor and interest in history, and especially,
biography, in Ha-Measef.6 But, as with non-Jewish historiography, the most commonly accepted starting point for a modern historical sensibility among Jews is the nineteenth century
– more specifically, the year 1819 when a circle of anxious Jewish intellectuals assembled in
Berlin as the Verein für Cultur und Wissenschaft der Juden.7 According to Yosef Yerushalmi,
whose seminal book Zakhor inaugurated a new debate on the origins of modern Jewish historiography, the Verein generation represented “a drastic leap into a new kind of thinking,” in
essence, a leap from sacred to scientific history (Yerushalmi 1982: 83).
What is one to make of all of this? After all, there seem to be many reasonable and competing interpretations of the origins of modern Jewish historiography. My own approach is
to eschew any of the mutually exclusive sets of datings, as well as claims of drastic leaps, in
favor of a more incremental scheme of development. Central to this scheme is a refinement of
several terms mentioned earlier.
What has been designated as a modern historical sensibility, in fact, refers to a continuum
extending from the lowest common denominator of “historical-mindedness” to the more
arcane practice of critical historiography. Evidence of “historical-mindedness” can be seen in
ibn Verga’s introduction of “ha-sibah ha-tiv’it” (the natural cause) into his account of Jewish
persecutions in Shevet Yehudah.8 In ibn Verga, we begin to see a prosaic sense of historical
4
5
6
7
8

To cull but a few examples from a vast literature, see Cochrane 1980; Kelley 1970; Kelley 1998;
Beiser 2011.
Others have maintained that Benedictus Spinoza’s trenchant criticism of Mosaic authorship of the
Bible in the 17th century heralded a historicist analysis of textual evidence.
The locus classicus is Feiner 2002.
See Myers 2003: 13–25. See also Meyer 1967 and Schorsch 1994.
An earlier and anomalous intimation from the fourteenth century may be seen in Yosef ibn Kaspi’s
Tam ha-kesef.
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causality accompanying, though not yet supplanting, a more traditional conception of Divine causality. Still absent, however, are a fluid narrative style, a well-defined and consistent
method of critical analysis, and a resilient claim to objectivity that are hallmarks of modern
professional historiography. And yet, these latter qualities naturally emerged out of the new
mode of historical cognition that ibn Verga’s “natural cause,” and other similar expressions of
his generation, represent; in fact, these qualities constitute a more advanced developmental
stage in an ongoing process of historicization.
The pinnacle of this process, it would seem, was the canonization of a new professional
ethos, Wissenschaftlichkeit , founded on the proposition that historical truth can be established
through scientific methods of analysis. Without question, the wissenschaftliche ethos, from the
early nineteenth century, has been one of the central features of modern Jewish historiography. Nonetheless, several qualifications are in order. First, the assumption that such an ethos
precludes belief in Divine, as opposed to natural, causality, is misguided. One need only read
the most distinguished Jewish historian of the nineteenth century, Heinrich Graetz, or the
work of one of the most eminent twentieth-century historians, Yitzhak Baer, to see traces of
the Divine hand in the history of the Jewish people. Second, while the ideal of Wissenschaft
was and remains a pervasive inspiration among Jewish historians, it has not eliminated the
powerful instrumental function that has accompanied Jewish historical chronicling since the
Bible. This instrumental function is particularly noticeable in the Enlightenment period. Just
as non-Jewish scholars in late 18th-century Germany practiced what Peter Reill has called
“pragmatic history,” so too German Maskilim made recourse to historical writing as a means of
effecting an overall improvement, or Verbesserung to borrow the resonant term of C.W. Dohm,
in the condition of the Jews (Reill 1975: 41–47).
What is significant to note is that this instrumental function for history did not disappear
in the age of Wissenschaft. Through their labors, Jewish historians, whether in Berlin, Jerusalem or New York, have repeatedly affirmed Abraham Geiger’s admission that “critical inquiry
now serves not only to make perceptible what was; its sources also enhance the appreciation,
the shaping of the present” (Geiger 1836: 5). The persistent desire to utilize history not only
to clarify the past, but to shape the present, points to an important functional continuity in
Jewish historical writing, one that challenges starkly drawn boundary lines such as that between the Enlightenment and Romanticism – and indeed, one that scholars have been slow
to recognize.
An important exception is the major study of Haskalah attitudes to history by Shmuel
Feiner, who argues that we must shift the focus from “the circle of young intellectuals and academics who laid the foundation for the Wissenschaft des Judentums in the second and third
decades of the nineteenth century to the circles of Jewish maskilim in Germany in the 1780s
and 1790s” (Feiner 2002: 9). In what follows, I would like to lend support to this argument
for gradual development by calling attention to a circle of Jewish scholars in Prague who stood
at the crossroads of Enlightenment and Romanticist eras, and consequently embody some of
the defining and enduring tensions of modern Jewish historiography. In this regard, I follow
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in the path of Louise Hecht who regards Prague as a laboratory for the emergence of that
historiographical tradition (Hecht 2005: 347–373).
Prague is, of course, noteworthy not only as a great Jewish cultural center, but also as
home to prominent Jewish chroniclers and historical researchers from David Gans in the 16th
century to Shlomo Yehudah Rapoport (ShiR) and Zacharias Frankel in the 19th. Despite this
roster of distinguished individuals, Prague has not usually been regarded as a major center of
modern Jewish historical scholarship. In fact, an anthology on the history of modern Jewish scholarship in Europe included chapters on Hungary, Italy, France, and Switzerland, but
none on Prague or Bohemia (Carlebach 1992). To a great extent, this omission results from
the absence of a lasting institutional legacy for Jewish scholarship in Prague. Unlike Berlin,
Breslau, Budapest, or even Padua, Prague produced no rabbinical seminary or institute of
higher Jewish learning in which students could receive professional scholarly training.9
Then again, the first generation of Wissenschaft des Judentums in Germany did not have
the benefit of study or employment in an institution of advanced Jewish learning. Nor did a
group of Enlightenment advocates who congregated in Prague in the first two decades of the
19th century. It is symbolically fitting that this early Prager Kreis is positioned chronologically
between the generation of the Measfim and the generation of the Verein. For its members exhibited a mix of sentiments, ambitions, and modes of expression which bespeak their shared
Enlightenment and Romanticist sensibilities. This mix manifested itself in a spate of works
on Jewish history ranging in style from Maskilic didacticism to scholarly studies replete with
critical apparatus.
To speak of a Prague historical circle is perhaps something of a misnomer. All in all, there
may be no more than a handful of figures worthy of mention. For instance, in his recent history of modern Jewish historiography, valuable for its bio-biographical details, Reuven Michael
lists Peter Beer (1758–1838), and three younger men, Ignaz Jeiteles (1783–1843), Markus
Fischer (1788–1858), and Solomon Löwisohn (1789–1821) as comprising the Prague circle
(Michael 1993: 133–159). None of these four was a staggering intellect capable of producing
a revolutionary paradigm shift in Jewish historical thought. To be sure, none was the equal
of the near contemporary German scholars Eduard Gans or Leopold Zunz. Nevertheless, the
stature of these men as second-tier scholars only adds to the intrigue of the story; for it suggests that an appreciation for history and historical research was part and parcel of the intellectual profile of the newly educated Central European Jew.10
That this would be the case in Prague in the early nineteenth century is not accidental. The
Jewish “historians” of Prague met at the intersection of three important cultural currents: first,
the Haskalah, with its use of history to illuminate virtuous examples of Jewish Enlightenment

9

However, Peter Beer, who will later surface in this paper, did draft a proposal in 1820 to create a
Jewish theological seminary in Prague. See Roubik 1933: 318. For more on the idea of a rabbinical
seminar, see Roubik 1935: 316–331.
10 On the importance of history for the early 19th-century Prague Maskilim, see Kestenberg-Gladstein
1964: 302–303. Arthur Lovejoy has noted that the “tendencies of an age appear most distinctly in
its writers of inferior rank than in those of commanding genius.” See Lovejoy 1936: 20.
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in the past (most notably, Maimonides); second, German Romanticism, especially the work
of Johann Gottfried Herder, with its emphasis on the organic development of the historical Volk; and third, incipient Czech nationalism, whose foundations were partly laid by the
historico-linguistic researches of Josef Dobrovosky and, later, Josef Jungmann (Seton-Watson
1943: 171–172).
One of the common threads running throughout all three of these movements was the importance assigned to a pure and authentic national language. The link between language and
group identity, frequently observed by scholars of nationalism, was exemplified by the Jewish
historians of Prague. For they frequently wrote in Hebrew, the ancestral national language of
the Jewish people. But Hebrew, for them, was not exclusively or even primarily a vehicle for
veneration of a glorious Jewish nation. It was also a medium through which to instruct Jews
in the virtues and dignity of non-Jewish culture. A symptomatic use of Hebrew was Markus
Fischer’s book, Korot shenot kedem, published in Prague in 1812. This work was devoted not
to ancient Jewish history, but to ancient Roman history in which Fischer identified political
and ethical qualities worthy of emulation by Jews. Interestingly, the strong moralistic tone of
this book earned it the approbation of one of Prague’s leading rabbis, Eliezer Fleckeles, who
declared that nothing in it contradicted the Jewish faith (Michael 1993: 137–138). Fischer’s
efforts would seem to be in line with the Maskilim of Berlin, especially the more cautious
among them, whose desire was to enlighten, without alienating, the literate Jewish public.
However, Fischer presents a more interesting and complex case. For instance, in Korot
shenot kedem, he presented a chronology of the history of mankind that commenced not
with Adam in the Garden of Eden, but rather with primitive cave men.11 This reflected a
decidedly terrestrial perspective that later developed into a critical iconoclasm vis-à-vis the
Jewish past. Emblematic of this iconoclasm was Fischer’s fascination with the personality of
Uriel da Costa, and more generally, with the phenomenon of Marranos. Unlike Maimonides,
the paragon of intellectual holism for the Berlin Haskalah, Uriel da Costa, the seventeenthcentury Portuguese Marrano, represented a tormented and bifurcated soul whose inability to
integrate into the Jewish community of Amsterdam ultimately led to suicide. Fischer devoted
considerable attention to da Costa in a small historical primer published in Judeo-German
in 1814, in which he evinced sympathy for da Costa’s spiritual turmoil, though ultimately
condemned his renunciation of rabbinic Judaism. Fischer’s curiosity about this tragic figure is
especially interesting given that it was shared by another Prague scholar, Solomon Löwisohn,
who wrote of da Costa in his history of post-Second Temple Judaism (published in German
in 1820; Meyer 1988: 162).
Da Costa’s life story symbolized to these men a bitter, and at times honorable, revolt
against normative Judaism. Perhaps more importantly, though, their fascination with his life
story bespoke a new understanding of history; it was no longer to be the celebration of eternal verities, but rather the critical recognition of diverse cultural expressions and shifting
local contexts. When applied to Judaism, this understanding led to an interest in previously
11 In a later book on the Jews of Mauritania, Fischer explicitly proclaimed that God was not an active
force in history. See Fischer 1817: 76–77; see also Michael 1993: 146.
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neglected or suppressed subjects, subjects that had been excluded from a sanctified and sanitized account of the Jewish past.
This historicist principle is perhaps best illustrated in the work of another Prague historian, Peter Beer. Beer was the first Jew to write a history of sectarian movements in Judaism
(Meyer 1988: 165). He was also a radical Maskil and religious reformer, whose personality
induced strong emotional responses. Not surprisingly, the editor of Beer’s brief autobiography
referred to him in 1839 as “one of the brightest stars in our literary horizon.” By contrast,
Heinrich Graetz ridiculed Beer as “uneducated and boorish”, a man whose intellectual shallowness and lack of taste led to “the flattening of Judaism”.12
Despite the tremendous passion that Beer generated among fellow Jews, scholars have
devoted relatively little attention to him until recently. Louise Hecht has undertaken the most
thorough examination of Beer in her 2008 study devoted to him, Ein jüdischer Aufklärer in
Böhmen (Hecht 2008; Brenner 2010: 25–32). Beer remains an intriguing figure who illustrates the sometimes fuzzy boundary between Enlightenment and Romanticist sensibilities
that informed modern Jewish historiography at its inception.
Peter Beer’s early career began quite like that of scores of other Maskilim. Born in 1758 in
the Bohemian town of Nový Bydžov some sixty or so kilometers northeast of Prague, he was
raised in a Jewish society in which traditional modes of living and learning reigned supreme.
As a youngster, Beer was trained in Hebrew, the Pentateuch in Judeo-German, and eventually
the Talmud (Beer 1839: 8–14). But he was also permitted to learn German and even Latin
with a local Christian teacher. It seems that his father, somewhat uniquely for this milieu,
spoke, read, and wrote German, and encouraged his son to do the same. Still, the primary
focus of his education was the classical Jewish canon. At the age of fourteen, Beer began the
peripatetic life of a yeshiva student. He was sent off to Prague where he studied for four years
in the academy of Rabbi Yehezkel Landau after which he went to Pressburg to study with
Rabbi Mayer Barbi. At the conclusion of his yeshiva studies, Beer found employment as a
tutor for children in private homes in various locations. While this work was often painfully
boring to Beer, it did permit him to continue to study and educate himself – not so much in
classical Jewish sources as in the literature of the Enlightenment. By his early twenties, Beer
had read Voltaire, Leibniz, Herder, and others, the result of which was to impose, as he put it,
“a confused chaos” on his earlier Talmudic training (Beer 1839: 17). It was also in this period
that Beer encountered the writings and personality of Moses Mendelssohn. In fact, it was
Mendelssohn who imbued in Beer that “most central and powerful impulse for betterment”
(Beer 1839: 17). And it was this impulse that inspired Beer’s first major literary undertaking, a
Hebrew book entitled Toldot Yisra’el, published in Prague in 1796 and described by the author
as the first history of the Biblical age written in Hebrew (Beer 1796: 3–4).
If one turns to this volume in anticipation of a critical historical analysis of the Biblical era,
disappointment will come quickly. The Hebrew narrative, accompanied by a Judeo-German
12 See Hermann’s foreword in Hermann 1839: 3; Graetz 1900: 414. A more distant observer, Ruth
Kestenberg-Gladstein, records that Beer was reviled by many members of the Prague Jewish community for his radical views. Kestenberg-Gladstein 1969: 60. See also Sadek/Šedinová 1977: 7.
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translation, maintains a reverential respect for the chronology and causality of the Biblical
account. More interesting is Beer’s Judeo-German commentary on the Biblical narrative. As
Beer noted in the book’s introduction, his purpose was not only to overcome the methods of
rote learning of his own early education, but to inculcate a high ethical standard in the readers (Beer 1796: 22). He attempted to do so by extracting contemporary lessons from Biblical
events – for instance, by using the story of the ‘akedah or binding of Isaac to instill deep love
for God, as well as veneration for elders. The role history was to serve in Toldot Yisra’el was as
a pedagogic prop, quite consistent with prevailing Maskilic strategies. In fact, one might even
speculate that Beer imagined his book, with its Hebrew text and Judeo-German translation
and commentary, as an historical companion to Moses Mendelssohn’s Biur.
The intellectual profile that emerges from this work is manifestly that of a confirmed
Enlightenment adept. Beer’s later career as instructor of morals and history at the Israelitische
Hauptschule in Prague reinforces that profile. What confounds this image is Beer’s most enduring scholarly achievement, his two-volume history of Jewish sects published in German
in 1822–1823 (Beer 1822–1823; Beer 1796: vol. 1: 2). Originating as an article in the first
volume of Sulamith in 1806, (and inspired by the author’s appreciation for the “spirit of differentness” in religion), Beer’s Geschichte was a study of the variety and dynamism in Jewish
religious expression (Beer 1822–1823: 1: 2). The first volume of the Geschichte traced the
history of Jewish sects including, in order of presentation, the Samaritans, the Hellenists, the
Essenes, the Karaites, the Sadducees, and the Pharisees. The second volume was devoted to the
history of Kabbalah, and to its early modern representatives, the Hasidim and the Zoharites
(or Sabbatians). Various scholars have suggested that Beer was drawn to the subject of the
second volume because of his own background as a Frankist. In fact, Beer himself acknowledged his friendship with some Frankists in Prague, though there is no conclusive indication
that he or members of his family in Nový Bydžov themselves belonged to these circles (Beer
1822–1823: 1: x).
In any event, it is important to note the novel interest in mysticism – hardly a favorite of
the Haskalah, though a tell-tale sign of a Romanticist sensibility. This is not to suggest that
Beer was altogether sympathetic to the mystically inclined; for instance, his antipathy for Hasidim, whom he included in the chain of Kabbalistic influence, ran deep (Beer 1822–1823, 2:
201 ff.). However, Beer seemed genuinely intrigued by the psyche of a Jew attracted to mysticism. To justify his own interest, Beer relied on the works of non-Jewish scholars of mysticism,
and even included an eight-page discussion of kabbalistic doctrines by J.G. Herder, one of
his inspirations and a leading early Romanticist (Beer 1822–1823, 2: 188–196). Beer’s own
analysis focused not on a static depiction of mystical ideas, but rather on their changing form
and continuing allure over generations, from the ancient Israelites in Egypt to the Frankists
in Beer’s own Bohemia. The result was the most empathic and exhaustive treatment of Jewish
mysticism by a scholar of his day.
The same can be said for Beer’s broader treatment of the phenomenon of Jewish sectarianism. His discussion of Jewish sects in the first volume of the Geschichte substituted the model
of a static and unchanging religion with the model of a dynamic and ever-changing Judaism,
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possessed of different faces in different contexts. However, Baer steadfastly maintained that
beneath the many layers of historical Judaism lay an Urreligion – a pure Mosaic faith. In fact,
Beer announced in the second volume of his Geschichte that he had hoped to conclude his
history of Jewish sectarianism with a third devoted entirely to an “Apology for Pure Mosaism” (Beer 1822–1823, 2: xii). Recognizing that his plans would not be fulfilled, he instead
appended to the end of the second volume a brief section in which he articulated the three
main principles of faith of a “pure Mosaic religion”: belief in one God, love of God, and love
of mankind (Beer 1822–1823, 2: 416).
These articles of faith reflect Peter Beer’s debt to an Enlightenment-era conception of
natural religion, as well as to the goal of spiritual and cultural ecumenism. They also reflect an
essentialist view of Judaism that seems to lie in deep tension with his historiographical pluralism. After all, it was precisely the diversity, the dynamism, the historicity of Jewish religious
expression that Beer sought to capture in his two-volume work. In fact, this latter impulse calls
to mind Gershom Scholem’s typically ironic definition of Judaism as something that “cannot
be defined according to its essence, since it has no essence.” (Scholem 1987: 505).
A century and a half before Scholem’s “definition”, Peter Beer intuited this insight, and
translated it into a scholarly inquiry of Jewish sectarianism. In doing so, he preceded more
illustrious scholars such as Isaak Markus Jost or Abraham Geiger who studied Jewish sectarianism as a prism through which to explore the evolving nature of Judaism. At the same time,
he also symbolized the permeable boundary between Enlightenment and Romanticist sensibilities that marked the work of these later Jewish historians. More generally, the competing
aspirations to find a holistic sense of Jewish identity (e. g., “pure Mosaism”) and to elucidate
historical difference through critical analysis have shaped the conflicted personality of the
modern Jewish historian.
Does this complex of tensions make Peter Beer the first modern Jewish historian? I do
not want to make that argument. But I do want to suggest that Beer’s interests and motives
precociously anticipate those of more renowned scholars from the German Kulturbereich. And
it is not simply Beer who merits our attention. It is also the Prague milieu, home to Fischer,
Jeiteles, and Löwisohn as well. It is the Prague that stood at the geographic juncture of East
and West, and the linguistic crossroad of Hebrew and German. It is the Prague that fostered
an ambience of “realistic romanticism”, as Felix Weltsch once put it, an ambience that could
support a radical Maskil and incipient critical historian such as Peter Beer (Weltsch 1971:
442). It is this Prague that merits our attention. For it is this Prague that occupies an important, though still underacknowledged, place in the history of modern Jewish historiography.
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